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ABSTRACT

NPP Krsko performed according to GL 88-20, Supplement 1 - 4 and RUJV requirement the Individual Plant
Examination analyses. For the required deterministic analyses the MAAP 3.0B code was used. It was proven
that such severe accident analysis can be used for evaluation of the overall level of safety improvement that can
be gained with the different modifications and alternate design. In this paper one of such important outcomes
from these analyses will be presented.

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the Beyond Design Basis Accidents or so called Severe Accidents is the
area of analysis on which a lot was done in last ten years, not just in the area of research,
but also in the area of implementation of new design solutions and understanding the severe
accidents phenomena at the end user - plant operators.
In November 1988, the US NRC issued Generic Letter 88-20 with Supplements 1 - 4
requesting that all US nuclear utilities perform a plant specific Individual Plant Examination
(IPE) for Severe Accident vulnerabilities. The goal was to involve an integrated analysis of
plant and system response to a wide range of internal, randomly initiated events such as
reactor trips, loss of offsite power, loss of coolant accidents, etc, with the emphasis on
quantification of plant core damage frequency and containment performance.
NPP Krsko is a typical US two loops PWR plant, designed in mid seventies (Westinghouse
NSSS supplier and Gilbert Commonwealth Inc. Architect Engineer) with commercial
operation started at beginning 1983. NEK as a consequence of that also performed IPE
analysis as it was requested by NRC and RUJV. Analysis were done by Westinghouse and
NEK engineers.

The MAAP Code

For deterministic part of the analysis the Modular Accident Analysis Program (MAAP code),
developed by Fauske & Associates Inc. and accepted by US NRC (Ref. 1) for IPE purposes
has been used.
MAAP-PWR is fully integrated code which models plant events ranging from normal
operation through and including severe accidents for all PWR configurations. Its perform
calculations for all important PWR regions, including the primary system (reactor vessel,
steam generators, pressurizer, loops) and the primary containment building. For better
understanding of the accident analysis results presented in next chapters lets say something
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more about the containment models. The following are the most important features:

4 Control Volumes; Interior an Exterior Walls
Corium Concrete Interaction
Natural Circulation Models
Hydrogen Combustion Models
Containment Safeguard Models
Containment Failure Model
Core Debris Dispersion Models
Direct Containment Heating Model
Oxidation of Rebar During Core Concrete Interaction

In our case the Containment free volume was divided into four control volumes: the cavity
(region below and around the reactor vessel), the lower compartment (contains the steam
generators, reactor coolant pumps and pressurizer region), annular compartment (regions
outside the equipment compartments) and upper compartment (free volume of the
containment above the operating deck). To reflect the actual design the parameters of each
of the control volumes were determined from the As Build Drawings. Because of the so
called "Dry Cavity" design (during design basis LOCA the reactor vessel is not flooded from
the outside) the limited water flow from the reactor cavity to the annular and lower
compartment was allowed (and vice versa). Same was true for the steam, fission product and
gases such as hydrogen and carbon monoxide. For all of them limited flow was allowed to
the upper compartment and from here to annular and lower compartment. The flow is limited
by the size of the gap between Reactor vessel and shielding walls designed for normal
operation - maintaining the normal temperature in the area around and bellow the reactor
vessel.

MAAP Analysis Description

The completion of so called Level 1 probabilistic analysis gives us a group of accident with
the highest core melt frequency. The MAAP code Rev. 18 and 19 was used in the
Containment Event Tree to support quantification and Source Term Analysis. Performing
analysis it has been found that in all low pressure reactor vessel failure sequences (that means
that the reactor vessel fails at low primary pressure), the core concrete interaction starts, due
to the fact that the current design is such that water would not enter the reactor cavity. For
all the high pressure reactor vessel sequences where the molten core is ejected from the
vessel at high pressure there is no difference between wet and dry cavity design, because
core debris is transported with mixture of gases and steam to other compartments. There the
core debris would quenche and in the case that water for the long term cooling is available,
it is also coolable.

Because of dry cavity the MAAP predicts for all low pressure reactor vessel failure
sequences the containment failure due to either basement penetration or overpressure failure
(mainly due to production of the noncondensable gases from the core concrete interaction).
Due to that, the released source term is much higher than it would be if the water would be
in the cavity to prevent molten core concrete interact^,;;. From all accidents with core
damage in 12.3% the containment fails due to basement penetration and in 12.2% due to
overpressure - due to production of the noncondensable gases from the molten core concrete
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interaction. MAAP predicts no containment failure in 33.3% of all accidents with core
damage.

It was obvious then that we should take a look what happens in the case water is allowed to
enter to the cavity. In this case water is in cavity at the time of the low pressure reactor
vessel failure. Of course this was considered just for those accident sequences in which
cooling water was available. The molten core drops into the relatively cold water and due
to that the MAAP predicts fast vaporization with high pressure spike (not a steam explosion).
The pressure spikes during low pressure reactor vessel failures in the case of wet cavity is
very high in the cavity but lower than the failure pressure of the containment in all other
compartments (upper and annular compartment). MAAP predicts quenching of the molten
core. It also predicts that the quenched core is coolable if it is covered by water. By allowing
the water to enter the cavity we can show that the containment failure due to basement
penetration would drop from 12.3% to 3.9% and the containment overpressure failure would
decrease from 12.2% to 7.3% of all accidents with core damage. No containment failure
mode would increase from 33.3% to almost 47% of all accidents with core damage.

As an example of so called low pressure sequence reactor vessel failures we can take the
large LOCA analysis in which one MAAP run was done with dry cavity (water was not
allowed to entry to the reactor cavity) and one with so called wet cavity (water was allowed
to entry to the reactor cavity). The main assumption of that analysis were as follows:

- Large LOCA is initiated at time 0.0 (27.5 inch double ended break in cold leg;
- HPI and LPI are available up to the point of RWST depletion; systems fails at

recirculation;
- AFW is assumed available all the time;
- Reactor Containment Fan Coolers are assumed available;
- Containment spray is available all the time (also in recirculation mode);

The sequence of events for both casesis equal up to the point of reactor vessel failure, which
happens at 14679 seconds. After that in the case of dry cavity the small amount of water
boils off almost immediately and then molten core concrete interaction began. This generates
a large amount of hydrogen, which then burn in all compartments (at 32611 seconds - see
Figure 4). At that point MAAP predicts a pressure spike of almost 0.75 MPa which is
somewhat bellow the median failure pressure and the containment is assumed to remain
intact. Due to continuous core-concrete interaction the concrete ablation thickness in cavity
continuous to increase and reaches value of 1.24 meters at the end of run (two days - see
Figure 3). Containment basement penetration is obviously the mode of containment failure
which should be considered.

For the wet cavity case the water was allowed to entry to the area bellow the reactor vessel,
when the reactor vessel fails the molten core drops into the pool of water. MAAP predicts
core quenching and due to fast vaporization a pressure spike in the cavity. After that the
quenched core is coolable and there is no core-concrete interaction, no additional hydrogen
production and no hydrogen burn. Pressure in the containment stays well bellow the
containment median failure (0.78 MPa - see Figure 1 through 4).
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LOCA - Rx vessel fai lure at low internal pressure
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Figure 1 Comparison of corium and water temperature in the reactor cavity
for the case with dry and wet cavity
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Figure 2 Comparison of pressure in the cavity for the dry and wet cavity case
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LOCA - Rx vessel fai lure at low internal pressure
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Figure 3 Comparison of concrete ablation thichness in reactor cavity for dry
and wet cavity case
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Figure 4 Comparison of mass of hydrogen in containment upper and annular
compartment for the dry and wet cavity case
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There still is a substantial uncertainty associated with the molten core -water interaction and
then the coolablity of the quenched core in the cavity. In the case that molten core drops into
pool of water, the sudden local pressure increase can cause other problems such as structural
integrity of the cavity wales, displacement of the reactor vessel, etc.. But the conclusion is
that this is not a real concern in such severe accidents, and that the primary concern is to
protect containment pressure boundary integrity. Before implementing any modification at
the plant, we have to consider the design basis for "Dry" cavity and see whether structural
integrity of the reactor vessel in the case that it is flooded from the bottom (outside) is a
problem. The design basis calculation based on the decision for "Dry" cavity design was
taken, should first be repeated with the state of the art approach.

Conclusion

To meet the objectives of IPE and to be able to understand the severe accident progression
and their mitigation one can extensively use different computer codes. Based on the NPP
Krsko IPE anlysis results the following conclusions can be made:

The safety analysis recognized to be usefull. They should be plant specific.
To be able to cope with the beyond design basis accidents the actions for their
mitigation should be prepared in advance. NEK is going to develop the plant specific
Severe Accident Management Guidelines based on the WOG generic guidelines.
NEK is considering the modification after implementation of which the cooling water
will be able to enter the area below the reactor vessel.
Before implementation of such plant design change the original design bases should
be reconsidered.
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